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Resource Parent
Training Conyers:
Every 2nd Wednesday of each month
from 9:30 am-12:30
pm, Carrollton:

Foster Parents’ Spotlight

Every 1st Monday of
each month 6-9 pm ,
and Cartersville:

CELEBRATING ANNIVERSARIES AS FOSTER/ADOPTIVE PARENTS WITH MERITAN

Every 3rd Thursday
of each month from
10 am-1 pm and

6

pm-9 pm
·

NCI/CPI Refresher
Training
November 17th from
10am-1pm in Cartersville

·

October
Marchelle Mayden and Demerris Warner: 4 Years

CPR/First Aid
November 5th 10am-

Marvin and Cheryl Seiber-16 Years

1pm in Cartersville
·

November

Prospective Foster
Parent Orientation

David Putman and Brian Hoyle: 1 Year

Every 1st Friday of

Joseph and Kelly Hofer: 2 Years

each month from 13pm
·

Yard Sale October

Winnifred Kerr: 11 Years
December
Heath and Lynn Brock: 4 Years

30th

Shane and Rebekah Brock: 3 Year
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Facts and Information
November is National Adoption Month
Adoption is a process whereby a person assumes the parenting for another and, in so doing, permanently
transfers all rights and responsibilities, along with filiation, from the
biological parent or parents. Unlike guardianship or other systems
designed for the care of the young, adoption is intended to effect a
permanent change in status and as such requires societal recognition,
either through legal or religious sanction. Historically, some societies have enacted specific laws
governing adoption; where others have tried to achieve adoption through less formal means,
notably via contracts that specified inheritance rights and parental responsibilities without an
accompanying transfer of filiation. Modern systems of adoption, arising in the 20th century, tend to
be governed by comprehensive statutes and regulations.

Private domestic adoptions: under this arrangement, charities and for-profit organizations act as intermediaries, bringing
together prospective adoptive parents and families who want to place a child, all parties being residents of the same country.
Alternatively, prospective adoptive parents sometimes avoid intermediaries and connect
with women directly, often with a written contract; this is not permitted in some
jurisdictions. Private domestic adoption accounts for a significant portion of all adoptions;
in the United States, for example, nearly 45% of adoptions are estimated to have been
arranged privately. Foster care adoption: this is a type of domestic adoption where a
child is initially placed in public care. Its importance as an avenue for adoption varies by
country. Of the 127,500 adoptions in the U.S. in 2000about 51,000 or 40% were through
the foster care system “Adoption.” Wikipedia: Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 22 September
2015. Web. 27 October 2015.
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Issues Surrounding Foster Care
Three Questions about Child and Adolescent Resilience

Introduction
Dr. Elizabeth K. Anthony is an Assistant Professor in the School of Social Work at Arizona State University and holds an M.S.W. and Ph.D. in Social Work and an M.A. in Counseling. She has been working with children, adolescents and families in a variety of clinical and community-based practice settings for more than 10 years. Her primary scholarly
interests focus on designing and testing the effects of innovative interventions to promote resilient development and reduce risk among young people living in poverty.
Q. Are children and adolescents either resilient or not resilient?
American culture, and perhaps Western culture in general, is fascinated with the notion of resilience—positive adaptation in the context of adversity—the underdog; the successful doctor or lawyer who was raised with little educational support; the artist who turns adversity and abuse into creative expression; and the child raised in poverty who
establishes financial security (epitomized by the success of the recent film “Slumdog Millionaire”). We love the stories of resilience—not only surviving a risky, traumatic, and
otherwise harmful circumstance but thriving, unexpectedly becoming all the stronger for it. But what makes these individuals different? Are they smarter? Physically, emotionally, or mentally stronger? Are their personalities and early childhood temperaments somehow different? Put simply, are some children and adolescents resilient while others are
not?
More than three decades of research focuses on this very question in the interest of better understanding the phenomenon of resilience. What this research has identified is
illuminating and continues to unfold as researchers investigate how resilient processes differ by age, gender, ethnicity, and culture. Young people (and adults for that matter) are
not simply resilient or not but rather, resilience is a dynamic developmental process that is best measured by the presence/absence and strength of risk (factors that contribute
to the problem) and protection (factors that buffer against risk) that exist at the individual, peer, family, school, neighborhood, community, and societal/cultural levels. In fact,
dropping the term resilient as a descriptor for children and youth altogether in favor of the terms “resilient development” or “resilient processes” that describe patterns not individual traits, helps to remind us that resilience is not merely a reflection of the individual’s ability to pull her/himself up by the bootstraps but instead is a complex, developmentally
interactive process involving multiple ecological levels.
Q. Do “resilience” and “well-being” mean the same thing?
Sometimes resilience and well-being are used interchangeably to describe a developmental outcome for children and youth; however, they represent two distinct concepts.
Resilience necessitates a context of risk whereas well-being describes an outcome applied to children and youth across the spectrum of risk, including youth with considerable
resources and few risks. Resilience and well-being do share some commonalities in that certain protective factors such as positive adult relationships are associated with both
resilience and well-being.
Well-being is a broad outcome that incorporates the domains of health/physical status, intellectual/cognitive abilities, educational/academic skills, and social/emotional characteristics. Population-level studies focusing on child well-being help us to assess how we as a society are caring for our children. We strive for all of our children to have a high
level of well-being. Resilience, on the other hand, beckons us to focus on the features of risk and protection that we can change or influence to encourage and support the
adaptive processes of young people exposed to considerable risk.
Q. What can mental health professionals, families, mentors, teachers, advocates, friends, etc. do to promote resilient development among children and youth?
Popular understandings of resilience need to be re-defined to account for the reality of harsh exposure to persistent, high-level risk that can be overwhelming for some young
people. The playing field is certainly not level for all our young people—poverty, discrimination, stigma, and other environmental and social ills create considerable imbalance.
These issues require advocacy at policy and community levels.
Unfortunately, the romanticized presentation of resilience in the media reinforces the notion that the process of resilient development is truly extraordinary and magical. While
resilient adaptation in the face of adversity is truly exceptional and speaks to the adaptive resources of human beings, increasingly sophisticated knowledge of the relationship
between risk and protective factors suggests that some risk and protective factors are malleable and can in fact be altered at key developmental stages to support resilient
development. Better assessment of young people will help us target our interventions but some simple and yet profound principles can still be applied:

·

Young people need to be connected through meaningful relationships. Spending quality time with positive adults—both family members, extended family members, and
otherwise interested adults such as teachers, mentors, tutors, coaches, elders, and pastors) helps young people (and these adults, by the way) develop skills through
modeling, relationship development, and challenge. Communication and conflict management skills, concern for others, and a sense of belonging are important potential
outcomes of these relationships.

·

Young people need a balance of challenges and responsibility. Young people are active agents in their own lives and need the support and encouragement to experiment
and strengthen their agency. Opportunities to develop problem solving skills, social skills, and enhance autonomy are critical. Equally important, a sense of responsibility
to others and society encourages character development and empathy.

·

We need to communicate to young people that they are valued and hold an important place in our society (and be sure to protect that space for all youth). In some sections of society young people hold important roles (for example, in smaller communities and within cultures that promote a collective rather than individualist experience
and have time-honored traditions celebrating youth and the transition to adulthood) but we have marginalized some young people, particularly “at-risk” youth but also
“privileged” youth who are left to raise themselves, and relegated adolescence to be a time to simply survive rather than thrive. Expectations that young people will be
contributing members of our society and that we have a responsibility to provide opportunities sends a supportive message to disenfranchised young people.

·

We need to spread the positive word about adolescents. Far too often we hear and see negative images and stories about young people and their “problems.” The reality
of social and economic inequities, the settings in which many of us work, and the challenges youth and their families experience can be overwhelming. At the same time,
those of us who work with adolescents know they bring an enthusiasm, creativity, imagination, and contagious idealism to the table. Middle childhood and adolescence
can be a time of incredible exploration and excitement. Yes, developmental transitions can be challenging but we must remember and share with others the positive aspects of adolescence.

Our overarching message is one of hope; change is possible. Sometimes as practitioners we need to temporarily hold the hope for adolescents and their families when problems are overwhelming. Other times our role is to explore hope in support of the change process. Among young people who demonstrate patterns of resilience in high risk environments, hope for the future and an optimistic outlook are integral. We can model and encourage positive beliefs and cognitions, emotions and feelings—we can communicate
hope. Anthony, Elizabeth. “Three Questions About Child Adolescent Resilience”. National Association of Social Workers. Posted in Youth Development ,3 April 2009. Web. 29 October 2015.
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Events and Resource Page
FUNDRAISER EVENT
Meritan is partnering Crye-Leike Realtors. On Friday, October 30, 2015 from
8:30 a.m. –12:30 p.m. Crye-Leike Real-Estate Realtors of Cartersville will
hold their repeat fundraiser event for Meritan. The fundraiser will be a yard
sale. ALL proceeds will go to Meritan. The result of the yard sale will assist
Meritan with funds towards its annual events, (Christmas, Back to School,
etc.) for the children in care. Please tell others to stop by the yard sale to
show their support!

Resource is a source of
support or aid, especially one that can be readily drawn upon when

CHRISTMAS FUNDRAISER
FIVE BELOW aka five BELºW “hot stuff. cool prices.” and Meritan-Cartersville are teaming up for a
fundraiser. Ten percent (10%) of your purchase will go towards Meritan’s clients who are in foster
care. When: The week of October 30, 2015 thru November 7, 2015, Monday-Saturday 10:00 am- 9:00
pm and Sunday11:00 am-6 pm. Where: 667 Ernest W Barrett Pkwy NW, Kennesaw, GA 30144
2015 CHRISTMAS PARTY
Meritan –Cartersville requests your presence at our 5rd Annual Christmas Party. There will be food,
fun, games, music and more!
When: Saturday, December 12, 2015
Where: Stars and Strikes
2400 Hiram Acworth Hwy

FOSTER CLUB:

Dallas, GA 30157

“Need additional
Training Hours?”
THE GEORGIA CENTER FOR RESOURCES AND SUPPORT (GACRS)
The Georgia Center for Resources and Support (GACRS) has gone high tech! GACRS offers services
and resources for Georgia's foster and adoptive parents, including:

·

Support from experienced Resource Advisors

·

Free Trainings (webinars and/or regional workshops)

·

Free lending library

·

Resource listings

More GACRS’ Information: Website: www.gacrs.org ; Office Number :1-866-A PARENT or 404-9290401; Email: info@gacrs.org

FIVE
BELOW
and Meritan
are teaming
up for a
fundraiser.

RESOURCES FOR FOSTER YOUTH AND PARENTS
Foster Club (FosterClub.com) www.fosterclub.com Foster Club is the national network for young
people in foster care. Foster Club helps open the way for these young people to transform their lives
and provides a forum to raise their voice. Our members engage with peers and regain control over
their situation through support, skill building, and healing opportunities. Foster Club’s young leaders
achieve impressive levels of success as they demonstrate remarkable resilience. Here they have real
life opportunities to become true heroes as they reach back to improve the foster care system for their younger
peers. Please see the website www.fosterclub.com for more online training options.
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Featured Art
Thank You For Loving Us
Tank you for loving us,
Having us in.
All you have given
Now we hold within.
Kids out in limbo
You made your own,
Or else we might still be
Unloved and alone.

Meritan’s “Angel Tree” will be up
at the Swheat Market Deli Restaurant located in downtown Cartersville on Main Street. Please spread
the word to help each child in care
have a wonderful Christmas
experience.

By Nicholas Gordon

Recipes
Sugar Cookie Icing

Ingredients:

National Adoption Month
Movie Pick

1 cup confectioners' sugar
2 teaspoons milk
2 teaspoons light corn syrup
1/4 teaspoon almond extract
assorted food coloring

Directions:
1. In a small bowl, stir together confectioners' sugar and milk
until smooth. Beat in corn syrup and almond extract until icing is
smooth and glossy. If icing is too thick, add more corn syrup.
2. Divide into separate bowls, and add food colorings to each to
desired intensity. Dip cookies, or paint them with a brush.
allrecipes.com

Despicable Me 2

Despicable Me 2: Gru is a single father who has adopted three girls. One of the girls
is sad when a school project requires her to talk about her mother, since she feels
like she doesn't have one. This scene can open conversations for kids who miss
their birthmother or for kids who are struggling with being in a single-parent
family. Also, Gru has improved considerably since the first Despicable Me movie;
families could talk about "what makes a good dad," or point out that even parents
need to behave. focusonthefamily.com

Meritan is a nationally recognized, health and
social service non-profit agency established in
1961 providing quality of life services for sen-

Meritan-Cartersville Office

iors, individuals with developmental and visual disabilities and specialized foster care over

920 North Tennessee Street

a four state area. The agency also holds child

Suite A
Cartersville, GA 30120

placement licenses in Tennessee, Mississippi,

Phone: 770-387-9003

mation about our specialized foster care

Fax: 770-334-2715
Emergency On Call: 1-800-209-1007

Arkansas, and Georgia. . For more inforagency in Georgia, please contact Tina Rowland at tinarowland@meritan.org or 770-3879003 ext. 8

“We’ll Find A Way”
We are on the Web! meritan.org

Game Time

Sponsors

